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ABSTRACT 
 

Playroom in a settlement is a form of service to the community local to support all activities related to 

daily life, especially for social activities, communication, interaction, recreation and education. Improving 

the quality of citizen services must be supported by appropriate facilities (well organized) expected to be 

able to provide a positive element in the whole community for local residents, especially in the 

Rancamanyar Cluster residential neighborhood. Arrangement of playroom facilities can be through good 

planning and design, so that facilities can function with maximum use to socialize, interact and play 

comfortably.There are two stages of this research method: planning and development the Rancamanyar 

cluster desperately needs playroom facilities with ergonomic furniture to fit the children's anthropometry. 

The playroom is expected to be able to materialize according to the needs of citizens, especially children, 

so that the playing space is able to increase solidarity, togetherness, kinship and security of citizens and 

the environment. This condition greatly affects the balance and level of service of citizens, especially 

children, both socially and individually. Ergonomic implementation of children's playroom furniture in 

Rancamanyar Cluster is a solution to resolve the above problems. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Housing and settlement is a form of environment that requires a variety of facilities both public and social 

facilities.Social facilities needed for residents are facilities in the form of furniture that can accommodate daily 

activities that are socializing, communication, interaction, recreation and education. Definition of the design brief 

and its objectives should enable the design team to establish the general proposition of a design. The proposition can 

be used to describe the general ideas and values that a design intends to present to, and be internalised by, the target 

audience [1]. 

True search is active and causes the intervention of movements which do not solely extend the interrupted action, 

whereas in the present behavior patterns either there is simple expectation, or else the search only continues the 

earlier act of accommodation [2].Facilities and infrastructure as well as facilities Housing and settlements will affect 

the level of togetherness, health, personality and welfare of local residents, especially for 

children.Bodily/Kinesthetic Intelligence is the ability to use the body to express ideas feelings and to solve 

problems. Interpersonal Intelligence refers to the ability to understand another person‟s feelings, motivations, and 

intentions; people with this intelligence work more effectively in teams and social settings [3]. Positive discovery of 

the relationship between child's level of motor skills and cognitive abilities would support the idea of early 
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childhood intervention by  ducators in the youngest age groups, where these interventions can be highly effective 

[4].  

 

2. METHOD 

The design / design process. Arrangement of playroom furniture in Rancamannyar settlement with amphitheater 

design and construction output. After surveying and extracting data, the design process is carried out by involving 

citizens in making corrections to the design output process that residents can use in self-help development. 

Design Development. This design covers the various needs of residents in the Rancamanyar settlement, especially 

as an area of interaction and socialization for children. This park is dominated by green areas so that the design can 

hold rain water, reduce the impact of heat and also provide space for mothers / residents to beautify with plants 

3. RESULT AND DISCUSSION 

The research stage reviews information such as the history of the design problem, end-user research and 

opinion-led interviews, and identifies potential obstacles [1]. Development of the design and arrangement of 

playroom furniture and application of public space standards for social facilities is carried out with due regard to the 

age of the user, because all citizens have the same right to be able to use public facilities in Rancamanyar housing. 

Actually the arrangement of this furniture is based on patterns and the flow of service activities (service activity) and 

circulation in public spaces.  

 The basis is programming identification, so the problems that arise are problems that cause citizens 

inconvenience based on the needs of both anthropometry and ergonomics of the space needed. Information is a basic 

element in programming. Facts and ideas, conditions and decisions, statistics and estimates— all these and many 

more constitute the information needs [6]. Considering the need for social service facilities related to the suitability 

between age and service activities in space, the problem is more focused on the problems of applying anthropometry 

standards and furniture ergonomics based on adjustments between the needs of the service flow with the zoning 

layout and blocking in the space in accordance with anthropometry standards and ergonomics, functions, flow of 

activities, and aesthetics. 

The arrangement of playroom furniture for children especially in open spaces must pay attention to 

security, comfort and of course sustainability. Sustainability means the selection of materials that must be durable 

and weather resistant because they will be exposed to sunlight or rain all day. To develop furniture design and 

arrangement, the application of ergonomic standards for children is the main thing that becomes the design concept, 

it takes into account the age of the user, where in the Rancamanyar settlement the age of children varies greatly from 

toddlers to 15 years old. This is important because all citizens have the same right to be able to use this playground 

in Rancamanyar housing, so that comfort, togetherness, family and security can be created between residents and 

their environment. Based on the problems mentioned above, then some solutions that can be done are: 

1) This playroom furniture arrangement solution is based on user, pattern and flow of activities, services (service 

activity) and circulation in the play area. Considering the importance of playroom facilities related to the 

suitability between age and service activities in space, the solution is more focused on solving the problems of 

applying anthropometry standards and ergonomics of furniture that are child friendly and environmentally 

friendly. This section also involves feedback and feedforward of information as well as covers the processing 

of data into information [6]. To accommodate these activities, a safe and comfortable playroom is needed.In 

this respect the present behavior patterns merely extend those of the second stage but reveal essential progress: 

the child no longer seeks the object only where he has recently seen it but hunts for it in a new place [2]. 



2) These playroom facilities must be able to accommodate the needs of children, such as recreational facilities, 

education and outreach. Recreation, means that this interested space is a fun place to play with children of 

their own age and with older and younger children of their age. Recreational facilities are provided in the form 

of traditional Sundanese games, sondah, so that children are familiar with traditional games. Education, means 

that this playroom is not just playing but is able to educate children through reading facilities, the amphitheater 

area as a shared learning space.Children are the valuable social capital and build the society future. Education 

in childhood, the time of the formation of personality and creation of different habits, establishes the future of 

the individual and the society [5]. Socialization, means that this playroom is able to create solidarity, 

togetherness, tolerance and knowing the outside world for children so they don't get bored playing inside the 

house. 

 

 
 

 

Figure 1. lay out play ground 

Source : Personal Documentation 
 

We have as an overall objective, the creation of more suitable furniture for children, leading to extended product life 

cycles and contributing to sustainable development. Namely, through the design of a chair which can follow child's 

growth from 6 months up to 7 years old and guarantees physical and visual comfort, without being overpriced nor 

“disposable”.[9]. This area is designed in such a way that the development process can be carried out in stages with 

community self-help funds as well. The design is divided into several main parts that can be built in stages, namely: 

 

Amphitheater Area 

This area can be used by children to sit and relax and play which can practice basic motor movements. Children can 

go up and down, walk or sit on it. The shape resembles the letter L, so that children can watch or adults to sit while 

watching their children who are playing.This area is equipped with toys and trash facilities that are designed to be 

more interactive with residents / children by adding a basketball board.  

 

Sondah 

game 

Shade area in the 

form of shade trees 

Amphitheater Area 

 

Adventure area, climbing stairs 

and slides zone 

 

Sitting area for children 

and adults 

Swing game 



 

Figure 2  Amphiteater Area and Adventure area, climbing stairs and slides 

Source : Personal Documentation 

 

In addition to these areas, there are compact game tools that not only function as entertainment games, but are also 

equipped with educational facilities.  These behavior patterns are important; their accumulation and systematization 

will gradually bring with them belief in the permanence of the external world. But they are not in themselves alone 

enough to constitute object concept. They imply simply that the child considers as permanent everything which is 

useful to his action in a particular situation under consideration [2] 

 

 

Figure3. Design the park with play equipment and other supporting facilities 

Source : Self Documentation 
 
Swing game area 

At the other end, the open space is equipped with a swing game, with vegetation and a sitting area for parents who 

accompany their children. Overall, the garden design is designed with the use of various materials that can also be 

used to educate children more familiar with their environment. 

 

 
Figure4.Design the park with play equipment and other supporting facilities 

Source : Self Documentation 



 
Figure 5. Aerial Perspective of Garden Design in Rancamanyar Settlement 

Source : Self Documentation 

 
 

Implementation Phase 

Amphitheater area is very much needed because there are many activities that residents can do in this area, 

especially children, such as gathering, reading, eating together, and other games.  Implementation is the end of the 

design process and involves physically putting into effect many of the design decisions previously taken, such as 

those regarding format, scale, media and use of materials [1]. 

Following is the construction process for the construction of the Amphitheater Area: 

      

 

Figure 6.   land maturation and constructiin 

Source : Self Documentation 

 
When it comes to designing a product, human factors and ergonomic studies frequently focus on function and utility 

issues. Besides anthropometric data, physiological research and all the functional aspects of human activity, to search what 

kind of features can make a bigger emotional attachment to a certain object is an important step for an optimized design 

project (Jordan, 1998)Leading an investigation aimed to design children's domestic furniture, focusing in the child's well-

being and the surrounding environment, it seemed necessary to explore issues related with the child's emotional and 

sensitive satisfaction when using a product [7]. 

 

 

 
 



4. CONCLUSION 

Playroom facilities in this settlement, can function as a playground, gather, study, and socialize all children and 

adults in the Rancamanyar cluster. This facility can accommodate the needs of residents of Rancamanyar settlement 

for interaction facilities, gathering points, including routine activities such as when August events, Post Yandu 

activities and weekend activities. The response obtained from presentations to residents, they are interested in using 

this playroom facilities for various future residents' activities especially children. In the next stage, residents expect 

control and supervision assistance at the development and realization stages. As for the residents' request to continue 

with similar programs for other public facilities. Assistance from academics through the abdimas program was felt 

to be very helpful and could be continued to co-exist with the results of community self-help.. 
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